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Virtual bus drivers can now look forward to an even greater variety of vehicles in Bus Simulator 16 – the second expansion for
the game adds three aut 5d3b920ae0
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Great Bus! My new favourite!. The wheels of the smallest bus look odd because they are so close together but it does make the
cornering tighter. Fast and manoeverable too.. this game is poorly made close to no support for steeering wheels and the game
interface is poorly developed, the clickable icons are not positioned coorectly. I love the Add-ons for this game, controls are
different but easy to get use too, (P.S>I just use the keyboard for 100% controls anyway) and maybe Bus Simulator can add
more like this :). Awsome Bus! I enjoyed the looks and the queit sound of the bus, But I would like if dlc buses would be free
instead of unlocking them, Since my account somehow reset I cannot Purchase or unlock at this time.. Great buses for bus
collectionists. I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.. Very good DLC! The new
bus are very good and faster! Wonderfoul!. I'd just bought the DLC, it is very nice in terms of detailing and the price is decent
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for three buses, authrorised from Mercedes.
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